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ERSA was established in Turkey in 1970 and is the core company of the Saraylı Group,
which consists of 10 subsidiaries. The company has reached the value over 1 Billion Dollars.
With its project portfolio and ongoing project book exceeding $ 5 Billion, ERSA Construction
continues to undertake important projects in almost every branch of its sector.

ERSA performs with its superior technological and administrative infrastructure, maintains a
leading position in the construction industry with more than 10,000 technical and managerial
employees, a vast list of owned heavy machinery & specialized equipment and outstanding
balance sheet. ERSA today has spread to 15 countries all around the World.

ERSA has gained a superior position among International and Turkish Contractors. In the
1980s, ERSA has directed its international activities to the Russian Federation and CIS
countries through its subsidiaries. In 1991, ERSA was awarded the first contract in
Turkmenistan and has since continued till today rebuilding the country. ERSA was the one of
the first western companies operating in that region. During 2000s, Middle Eastern and North
African countries came into focus for ERSA. During those years ERSA expanded in all
sectors and became Turkey’s leading infrastructure and energy company. Almost 80% of our
clients are governments all over the world, delivering repeatedly their high profile projects
successfully.
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The compliance of the activities of ERSA Construction in its Headquarters and all project sites
according to the requirements of ISO 9001 Quality Management System, ISO 14001
Environmental Management System and ISO 45001 Occupational Health and Safety
Management System, is regularly audited and certified by DAkkS and TÜRKAK accreditation
companies.

Our Vision
Our vision is to constantly improve project deliveries and we look forward to assisting our clients
by way of meeting their commercial goals through equipping and empowering our team. We
constantly strive to be at the top as the leading International Construction Firm of Turkey by way
of offering high-quality services that eventually meet all of customers’ expectations.

Our Mission
Having been a Partner, Contractor or Consultant in various mega projects for over 50 years, we
have formed a senior staff team consisting of vastly experienced members who have signed and
delivered numerous projects in all continents related to infrastructure, energy, aviation,
commercial/residential etc with major set-ups in Turkey, Ukraine, Russia, Libya, Ghana, Nigeria,
Sudan and around the world, working in diverse cultural environments. Especially in Nigeria
while conforming to local rules and traditions we aim to swiftly mobilize the company in order to
perform demanding projects in limited time, train the local workforce through know-how transfer
and keep all our operations at maximum efficiency level.
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Our project teams become involved during the planning stages of projects, and continue 
working on these projects through completion. ERSA provides a full range of services to 
assist clients during all phases of projects:

We provide EPC, EPCM, EPCC services for:

1. Infrastructure projects: Roads, bridges, water and sewerage grids and treatment 
plants oil & gas pipelines, power plants and power transmitting grids, 
telecommunication grids,

2. Transportation Systems: Rail systems, ports, airports, S
3. Sports facilities: Sports buildings, sports fields, facilities and stadiums, 
4. Commercial/Residential Buildings: Smart and luxury houses, high-rise buildings, 

hotels, offices, shopping malls, industrial buildings, 
5. Specialty Buildings: Health facilities, public buildings, ministry buildings and 

embassies, 
6. IT Facilities: IT Centers, Data Centers etc.

Our company designs, constructs and applies suitable solutions for today’s sustainable 
building systems, environment-friendly construction technologies and green building 
systems. At the same time, it has a future-oriented and innovative management system 
with international training.
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ERSA current global positioning, currently ongoing projects and relations around the world
are aligned with the Turkish Government policies in supporting infrastructure and energy
projects globally and particularly in Africa. As such ERSA is currently active in, Libya,
Uganda, Nigeria, Kazakhstan, Ukraine, Ghana, Sudan in pursue and development of such
high profile projects, aligned with local and Turkish governmental support.

ERSA is well positioned in the global energy sector and particularly in continental Africa. Its
participation in large energy infrastructure projects with strong in-house engineering
resources, outstanding financial structure and robust balance sheet, support a vast record of
executed turnkey projects on a LSTK basis under the roles of EPC, EPIC, EPCC. ERSA
has taken a corporate decision to expand and set up its Energy Division with a focus in
relocating, building and operating modular and brownfield refineries to under-served markets
in Africa and the Middle-East.

ERSA has proven expertise in massive infrastructure projects. ERSA has moved fast
forward by establishing its Energy Division and aggressively participating in projects globally.
ERSA Energy Division, amongst others, is also specializing in sourcing plants, analyzing
their condition & residual capacities and preparing all asset related packages from
Conceptual Design to FEED, BED as well as dismantling and re-erecting the plants.

ERSA owns the ex-BP 100k bpd refinery, has maintained its original engineering team and
Licensor as well as members of the refinery’s original ex-BP management personnel, with
the objective to swiftly select a new place for its relocation, re-commissioning and start-up. .
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Why Nigeria 

In January 2021 Ersa has taken a corporate decision to explore Nigeria as a priority 
location for the relocation of its assets, LPG terminal and other oil and gas opportunities . 

Relationship between countries: The close political and economic co-operation between 
the Turkey and Nigeria dating back to 1957, guided ERSA  to carry the Turkish flag and 
achieve another major milestone in further cementing the relations between the countries. 

Local Demand: Nigeria is one of the largest oil-producing countries in Africa, producing 
over 1.5 million bpd and proven crude oil reserves of about 37 billion barrels. Despite the 
combined nameplate refining capacity of 445,000 BPD,  Nigeria imports currently around 
95% of consumed refined products, creating a huge potential for local refining. 

West African Market Potential: The West African market also holds significant potential 
as refineries such as SIR (Ivory Coast), SOGARA (Gabon) and SAR (Senegal) cannot 
meet current demand for refined products in their respective regions, estimated at 39 
billion liters. 

Government & NNPC supported project: Our proposed project is aligned with President 
Muhammadu Buhari’s “7 Big Wins” plan, in line with one of NNPC's Key Priority (KPA) to 
explore opportunities with Private Refineries, while NNPC stated its commitment to 
collaborating with investors, in this case ERSA Constructions.
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Why Nigeria

ERSA’s footprint in Nigeria: ERSA team of Executives have been operating and
successfully implemented many infrastructure projects within Nigeria, with a combined
experience of decades. As such, ERSA has locally the structure and resources available
such as heavy machinery equipment ready to move on site immediately, engineering
teams, subcontractors etc. The fact that our team of engineers and executives are
extremely familiar with the required local process and standards ensures project
implementation within the promised time line.

In view of commencing the required process with the DPR, such in-depth knowledge is
highly important when adhering to DPR regulations. ERSA is confident that the assets will
qualify again as they have qualified in the recent past, hence ERSA secured the
participation and commitment of AXENS as the project’s Licensor and technology provider.

Ersa will adhere to any regulations and standards required by the Federal
Government.



REFINERY ASSET DESCRIPTION

The 100kbpd ex-BP refinery, previously operated in Mersin, Turkey. The refinery after its
successful dismantling is now safely stored in the free zone of Famagusta port, Northern
Cyprus (KKTC), ready for immediate transport.

The relocation/collocation proposal of the specific facility holds significant advantages
compared to any greenfield case due to the following:

• The Asset is the only 100kbpd dismantled, certified complete refinery in the world.
• Original technology by MOBIL/SOCONY, design & construction by FOSTER

WHEELER
• Original Process design targeted a wide range of potential crude feedstock with API 29

– 36. Perfect match to Nigerian crudes.
• Flexible capacity moderation from 60k to 100k bpd, larger capacity for fraction of the

greenfield cost.
• Owned, operated and maintained successfully by BP.
• Product pool included auto diesel (AGO) and gasoline (PMS) @ EURO 3/4

specification as well as jet fuel, LPG, kerosene, LPFO and flaked sulphur.
• All original and updated documentation including PFDs, P&IDs, process design data,

equipment manuals, production records, inspection & maintenance files, units’ detailed
drawings, piping line lists etc have been retrieved, reviewed and filed in the “Dataroom”
and are available to support the residual design in the re-creation and re-erection of
the complete facility
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• Ex-BP technical and managerial personnel as well as the refinery’s original maintenance
contractors and dismantling companies with Asset specific know-how, are available to
engage in re-installation, start-up and personnel training of the new collocated facility,

• Third Party certification by S&Q Mart Turkey, during equipment refurbishment and re-
erection to guarantee mechanical integrity, unit operational reliability and residual lifetime

• AXENS North America Inc. is the project’s Licensor and Technology Provider, has
approved the assets for re-licensing and recommissioning.

• The relocation/collocation is the only feasible solution to guarantee an operating refinery
within an affordable cost and a rational timeline of no more than 24-30 months, with
opposed to 2 billion and over 5 years time-line.

• The equipment refurbishment shall be based on original design and manufacturing data
(i.e. original equipment Datasheets, dwgs, manuals etc) as well as maintenance and
inspection records during their operation under BP. The original respective industry
standards (i.e. ASME, API, NBIC etc) utilized during design and fabrication shall be
meticulously implemented during refurbishment in order to certify that each equipment
item after concluding its corresponding repair works, is fit for service to its original duty or
the one introduced by the Licensor under the new process design, accordingly.
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Refinery Unit Details

UNITS CAPACITIES 
BPSD LICENCOR DESIGNER/EPC YEAR

CDU (Crude) 100,000 Socony Mobil Oil Foster Wheeler 1997(revamp)

NCHD (Naphtha) 24,000 Socony Mobil Oil Foster Wheeler 1998(revamp)

Platinum Reformer 
(PtR)

14,000 Socony Mobil Oil Foster Wheeler 1996(revamp)

KCHD (Kerosene) 12,000 Socony Mobil Oil Foster Wheeler 1999(revamp)

LPG 4,000 Socony Mobil Oil Lummus 1998

SRU (Sulphur) 20 Tons/day Snamprogetti Snamprogetti 1995

AMU (Amine) 18,500 m3/h Snamprogetti Snamprogetti 1995
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Refinery Process Flow 
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Refinery Product Specifications:
NIS-116/2017 Gasoline (PMS)   

RON  min 91 

Aromatics LV% max 35 

Olefins LV% max 18 

Benzene LV% max 2 

Oxygen WT% max 2.7 

Sulfur ppmwt max 150 

RVP kPa max 62 

   

NIS-949/2017 Kerosene (HHK)   

Sulfur wt% max 0.015 

Flash Pt (TAG) °C min 45 

Smoke Pt mm min 22 

   

NIS-948/2017 Diesel (AGO)   

Poly Aromatics LV% max 11 

Sulfur ppmwt max 50 

Cetane Number  min 45 

Distillation T90 °C max 357 

Flash Pt °C min 66 
   

ERSA has already commenced working on the assets 
immediately after their acquisition with a detailed 
inspection, relocation country and specific area 
evaluation, funding allocation and resource planning 
and organizing. 

The latter includes the streamlining of the asset’s 
original engineering firms involved in its dismantling and 
thereafter maintenance, current Licensor and technical 
and managerial ex-BP personnel. The complete team is 
now under ERSA management and has already set-out 
the respective schedules for the completion of the 
residual design, procurement and re-installation.

ERSA is also working in parallel to compile the 
appropriate team for the refinery’s operation after 
commissioning and start-up.  

Current Assets Activities 
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ERSA Project Partners -
Apart from its own in-house engineers, and various other collaboration with leading Oil and Gas 
contractors in Turkey, ERSA secured the support of Houston based tier one contractors such as AXENS 
and its commitment as Licensor and technology provider, Basic Equipment, MTL Intl, VEPICA and S&Q 
Mart as well as the services of the refinery’s ex-BP management and lead technical employees whom 
have participated also during dismantling and until today. 

In addition to the above ERSA Energy secured the commitment and collaboration of Afrifina Energy, a 
Canadian based energy service provider, who brings to the table, additional locations, and team of 
executives with decades of experience in oilfield facility construction and commissioning, Oil & Gas 
supply and trading, executive management experience in the oil & gas sector and team of experts within 
the Oil and Gas financial sector.  Furthermore under Afrifina umbrella and its own various circles of 
contractors, we have Propak Energy processing provider, with 44 years of experience in executing 
projects delivering modular energy processing facilities around the globe. Vertical integration across all 
project phases, integrating up-front (feasibility / pre-FEED / FEED) and detailed engineering & design, 
procurement, fabrication, and construction.
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